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Press release:  
MAZARO delivers Innovative RVT transmission for in-vehicle testing. 
 
Kortrijk, Belgium - 29.03.2024 
 
A significant milestone: MAZARO has finalized the testing phase of its RVT370 transmission. 
This advanced transmission has now been shipped to a manufacturer of Commercial Vehicles, 
who will integrate the transmission into a 11-tonnes truck for an extensive A-sample testing 
phase. The insights gathered during these tests will directly inform the design of the B-sample 
transmission.  The RVT370 belongs to the same product family as the RVT380, which caters to 
smaller tractors and off-road utility vehicles. Over the past year, MAZARO's RVT transmissions 
have undergone rigorous fine-tuning, ensuring optimal performance and reliability.  
  
With this recent delivery, the RVT370 follows in the footsteps of the successful SVT product 
family—a true game-changer in the realm of electric mobility thanks to its unparallelled 
efficiency.  The SVT230 has been successfully integrated in an electric Light Duty Truck and an 
off-highway machine.  The SVT230 has been smoothly operating for nearly 2 years now to  the 
satisfaction of the customer. This success garnered recognition in 2023 when it received the 
prestigious Innovation Award by CLEPA, the European Association of Automotive Suppliers. 
 
For media inquiries, please contact: 
  
Gert-Jan Vogelaar 
Director Business Development, MAZARO 
Email: Gert-Jan.Vogelaar@mazaro.eu 
Phone: +32 486 76 83 25 
 

Image of the RVT370,  
ready for shipment 
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About MAZARO 
MAZARO is not just another player in the automotive industry. We are the architects of 
transformation and we have been rewriting the rules of efficiency, sustainability, and 
performance. 
  
We are a Belgian powerhouse, specializing in patented transmissions that redefine what's 
possible. Our team is a dynamic blend of visionaries and experts, united by a common purpose: 
to revolutionize mobility. 
  
Our groundbreaking transmissions are game-changers. Imagine reducing energy consumption 
and emissions by double digits across commercial and off-highway vehicles. With a strongly 
reduced number of components and assemblies, our transmissions are cost-effective, 
significantly lighter, maintenance-free, and ready to propel the future. It is therefore no surprise 
that the European Association of Automotive Suppliers Clepa selected MAZARO’s technology 
for their Innovation Award 2023. 
  
We are on a mission to enhance energy efficiency, reduce emissions, and drive sustainable 
mobility. At MAZARO, we don't settle for incremental improvements; we aim for quantum 
leaps. Our technology is no longer about gears; it's about reshaping the automotive landscape. 
  
Join the MAZARO Revolution! 
Visit our website (www.mazaro.eu) or reach out to us. Let us accelerate together toward a 
greener, more efficient future. 
 

http://www.mazaro.eu/

